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inize Dichter the way you can

usually identify Gould) but he's never an
unfeeling pianist the way that Weissenberg, for instance, can be: his readings,
while never eccentric, are always warm
and personal.
Yet for all their admirable qualities, these performances never quite
take wing. Part of the dif f iculty lies with

living in a. world of "telegrams and
anger" would be impatient. The 4th

the gra zioso and the brutal in th e f inale.

But more often than not, his playing is
excessively legato-and while this may
be appropriate for the expressive pas-

movement is almost a disappointment
because of its obvious Spanish-bravura

sages, the heroic gestures (especially in

and Mendelssohnian Midsummer Nighf 's
Dream-like passages. Throughout the
work the orchestration is economical
and skillful.

the 1st movement of the D minorl need
more bite and more jagged edges. Too
much of the music sou nds too smooth

ln Memoriam is a large-scaled,
deeply felt and well crafted work. lts
single, long slow movement is Bruch's
largest for violin and orchestra, both in
terms of length and of orchestration. A
seamless elegy for no particular hero
but perhaps f or all mankind, it repays

and, in consequence, slightly logy.

ln sum, these discs don't

quite

achieve greatness-they're hardly the
first choices for a small collection-but
their merits are plentiful. Probably I'll
turn more often to the B f lat, which responds more read ily to having its corners rounded off. But those who know
mittent, pleasure.

-

Accardo's playing is Phenomenal.

His fingering is clean, his intonation

always spot-on and his bowing faultless.

Rabinowitz

Yet there's no impression of real commitment to the music and little sense of

BRUCH: Seren ade lor violin and orchestra,

Op. 75; ln Memoriam-Adagio f or violin and
orchestra, Op. 65.
Salvatore Accardo, violin; Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra; Kurt Masur, conductor.
Philips 9500 590, $9.98.

Dichter: Warm and personal readings.
Photo/Plas

the engineeriflg, with its unfocused bass
and its overall haze, which hides many
of the details. lt's hard to hear the woodwinds, and even the trumpets have diffi-

culty cutting through the gauze. As

a

consequence, Brahms' orchestral writing
sounds even murkier than usual.
Then, too, Masur and the Gewand-

haus are often

uncharacteristically
wooden. The opening of the B f lat is typical: the

ef

f

ect of the f inely shaped piano

cadenza is

all but destroYed

bY the

graceless re-entry of the orchestra. Balances are occasionally askew (you can
hardly hear the cello counterpoint when
the opening theme is repeated at the beginning of the D minor's 1st movement)
and the soloists are not always up to
snuff: the I f lat's opening horn call has
an unpleasant vibrato, and Siegf ried Ar-

nold's cello solo is pinched, acrid and
too reticent.
But some of the blame lies with
Dichter himself. For all his skill, his play'
ing here is sporadically monochromatic.
True, his touch is often dazzling, and he
occasionally does an expert job of differ-

entiating tones of voice: note how he
separates the voices of the upper and
lower octaves at mm. 133-36 of the B

lat's 1st movement (right bef ore the
second cadenza) or how he contrasts
f

ta

l$.
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ihus, in passages where one might

the D string. But why quibble? This is

fine playing of lovely music, and the or-

chestral contribution

instruments and orchestra and today his

Nidrei for cello and orchestra and the
i
Sco ttish Fanfasy f or violin and orcheq:_ __ i_*
tra. Not a single choral work appears to
be currently available on record.
The record at hand is one of a
series made by Accardo and Masur that
bcx

and Orchestra, a misnomer since

the

under the title Com plete Works for Violin

i
I

Romanza in F maior, Op. 85 is not in'

cluded. This single record under review
contains two su perb works" The Serenade is a f ull-scale, four movement concerto. lt is a more subtle and sophisti-

cated work than the more

outward

lY

melodic G minor Concerto. The rhapscdic 1st movement is a subtle working ci
a simple main theme contrasted with a
variety of more sprightly sequences. The
2nd movement is as f ine as any music oi
Bruch that I know-a delightf u I atta mar'
cia with a ravishing, melting countr;r-

subject. The introspective, aria-like 3rd
movement is f ull of magic-a song of rn-

ner peace-with which only a listener

is on the same

high level, ES is ivfasur's conducting.

of

has been issued in Britain as a

ex-

pect some heartf elt playing in seventh or
eighth position on the G string, he opts
for the blander sheen of third position on

which a number, such as OP. 60 which
consists of nine choruses, are collections or groups of choruses. He also
composed 16 concerted works for solo

on three

sympathy f or the give and take in tempo
and rhythm that this music needs- Accardo is such a fine technician that
there is no sense of technical risk nor,
more importantly, of interpretive risk. He

goes always for the beautiful sound.

During his lifetime, Max Bruch was
known principally for his choral works.
He composed about 50 of these, of

reputation rests mainly

rtormance counts

rehearing

and love these scores will find both
discs a source of considerable, if inter-
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The excellent, atmosPheric re'
cording of the orchestra has a
naturalness of sound and a f ine depth of

placement and lateral spread. By conirast the solo violin is too closely microphoned, but not excessively sc. The lay'
out of the music on the record has not

been well thought out.

ln

Memoriam

shoulld have been placed first so that
the contrast made by the 4th movement
of the Serenade could have had its f ull
effect without the side break. The sleeve
proclaims, in two languages in case you
don't get it the f irst time, that this is a
"first recording." That's not strictly true'
The 4th movement of the Seren ade was
recorded many years ago by an anonyrnous soloist, with the Berlin Municipal
Orchestra conducted by M ayer (Polydor
57350).

The tiner notes claim that Accardo
owns at least three violins-a Stradi"
varius, a Guarnerius and a Montagnana'

Did it not occur to anyone that it might
actualty be of interest to know which
one of these is heard on this record?
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Also, whe,. ,/as the record made and
where, and who were the engineer and
producer? This may be a f irst recording,

but is a repetition of the usual garbage
where the information provided the

listener is concerned. But, were more information given, I would at least know
who to compliment for the f ine orchestral sound on this disc.
- Payne

troduction to the 2nd movement is one
of the loveliest things Wuorinen has

done. The piece as a wnole is a most interesting foil to Cage's ballet, even if it's
not in the same class.

The performances by the American
Composers Orchestra are very f ine. The
recorded sound is also very good, with

the occasional

$l,t,to,iiq,:
(tu..

ience noise f rom
these live performances not really obaud

are ideal.

CAGE: fhe Seasons.

-

American Composers Orchestra; Dennis

Russell Davies, conductor.

recording of Cage's ballet has been
long overdue. The Seasons was written
tor the Ballet Society in New york in

1947 and is scored for an orchestra of 43
players, with no physical or electronic atterations to the instruments or their
sounds. Despite this "normality," the
music is quite unusual and immediately
recognizable as Cage's. Various short
and simple ideas may slide or spring forward only to dissipate into other ideas, a
particular color, or silence. The effect,
very hard to describe, is not at all rough
or unpleasant. There is much grace and
beauty in the ideas and their occasional

relationship, and the sequence of the
seasons with their lndian esthetic connotations is not diff icult to follow.
Cage shows a real f lair for color

and line-and, pace Schoenber.g,

mony-with possible influences

Rapoport

har-

more
French than anything else. This is a major

work and possibly the best int;,oductlon
to the Cage of the pre-chance compositions. lt sums up several of his concerns

4225-3989, 517.96.

Anyone who says that Cage is not a
composer should listen to this, and go
on from there!
Wuorinen's symphony continues
in the manner of his percussion Sym-

phony (ARG ,3179).lt is tighily organized,
serial but with ample tonal references;
packed with ideas but, as Wuorinen himself states, "more regular, conventional
and 'familiar' " than some of his other
works.
Most of the symphony's gestures
are short and punctuate each other in a
constant interplay which is hard to follow at f irst but yields more on each hearing. Despite owing something to Sessions
and late Stravinsky, this music is emo-

tionally a bit distant...yet the slow in20

the

his

music, including those of William Masselos, whose versions of the Pia no Variations and Piano Fanfasy are still avail-

there are the additional choices of Arrau
(Philips) and Moravec (Connoiseur Society).All three pianists have very speciat
perspectives on Chopin; the product,
one might say, of three full lifetimes.

able (Odyssey 32 16 0040). So we are not
faced with the sticky issue of "def initive"

performances, a mythical species like
the unicorn which has yet to be encountered in the f lesh.
It is surprising that Copland, who
was h imself an excellent pian ist earlier
in his career, has not written more for his

There's nothing the least unattractive about Ohlsson's Nocturnes.

He's an accomplished player, after all,
and he's had a particular commitment to

own instrument. That's a pity. lf Copland

Chopin for the decade of his internationat
career; and let us not forget just which
competition he won in 1970. But in this

has written one indisputable

master-

piece, it must be the Piano Variations, a
piece carved f rom granite and one of our
century's monuments. And, while some
of the small occasional pieces are of only
f leeting interest, most of Copland's best
music has involved the piano, whether

case, he has no particular insights to
share. Almost without exception, the 2'l

Nocturnes flow by in pleasant procession; nothing catches the ear, nothing
lingers in the memory.
Basically, this is an uninteresting.

"Leo Smit's brilliant and perceptive performances of my piano works are absolutely outstanding."
Copland has also praised some

other pianists'performances of

fnis release has more competition than
needs. Besides the classical Rubinstein traversal of the Nocturnes (RCAt

it

_

-Martin

of the 1930s and 40s and also foreshadows

some of his more recent developments.

.

in the present set. Further, Copland him-

2

uninspired set.
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self is quoted on the jacket as saying,

Garrick Ohlsson, piano.
Angel SZB.3B89,
Lps, $17.96; cas.

A

.-

solo piano pieces, including transcribed
selections from Our Town not included

CHOP|ilz The Complete Nocturnes.

cRt sD 410, $7.95.
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with Joseph Fuchs and several of

trusive. The notes by H. Wiley Hitchcock
WUORIilEH : Two-Part Symphony.
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the new records comes in my favorite of
the pieces, the Variations. Smit plays

Columbia's production work is
generally excellent, although there are a
few minor problems. The recording captures the dynamic range and tonal quality of Smit's playing very well, bUt there

is the slightly constricted effect of

a

large piano in too small a room during
the loudest passages. Odd ly, the piano
was allowed to go out of tune during the

Piano F antasy, and some notes are
slightly sour towards the end-a minor
nuisance. One of the records had more
surface noise than the other, although
neither was very bad

For program notes, w€ have

a

transcription of a dialogue between Copland and Smit at Harvard University, full
of illuminating remarks about the major
works and neglecting most of the minor
ones altogether.
On the whole, this set is a major

achievement. We are lucky

available.

to have

it

-Gerber

A Matter of ldentification
COPLAND: Scherzo Humoristique, The Cat
and the Mouse; Piano Variations; ln Evening
Air; Passac aglia; Piano Sonata; Piano F an-

tasy; Four Piano Blues; Midsummer Noc.
turne; The Young Pioneers; Sunday Afternoon Music; Down a Country Lane; Nfrht
Thoughts (Hom age to lves).

Leo Smit, pianist.
CBS Mastenrorks M2 35901, 2 LPs, $17.96.

Smit, himself a f ine composer, is an ex.cellent pianist who has a long history of
identification with Copland's music. He
has previously made recordings of two

of

Copland's pieces

in

collaboration

with the composer (Danzon Cubano and
the Piano Concertol the Violin Sopata

case for his interpretation, which is
somewhat romantic, like that of Masselos. Copland made his own recording

of the piece shortly after it was completed, a Columbia 78 set which has
never been reissued on a commerciallyavailable LP, although New World Records
included it in a Oopland anthology avail-

able only to libraries. Copland's perfor-

mance is harder-edged, tauter and rhyth-

mically straighter than those

of

Mas-

selos or Smit, and it is more exciting. Of
the currently-available recordings, Grant

Johannesen's (Golden Crest CRS-41 1 1)
is my favorite, although the sound quality is not good.
Still, for a supplementary recording of the Variations, Smit's set is very
much worth having. His performance of
,lUlrt/Ar,eUSt 19d0
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them beautif ully and makes an excellent
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